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SUMMARY 

 

Project Name:  The Saw Close Clinic 

Location:  Bath, Bath and North East Somerset 

NGR:   ST 7491 6483 

Type:   Watching brief on borehole survey (2008); field evaluation (2011) 

Date:   28th January – 11th February 2008; 27th June – 12th August 2011 

SMC:   S00009884 (applicable to 2011 works only) 

Location of Archive: To be deposited with the Roman Baths Museum 

Site Code:  OSC 08, SCB 11 

 

 

An archaeological evaluation was undertaken by Cotswold Archaeology between June and 

August 2011 at the request of Deeley Freed (Penhalt) Ltd at The Saw Close Clinic and 

adjacent public car park, Bath. Five trenches were excavated. 

 

The results of a watching brief undertaken by Cotswold Archaeology on a borehole survey of 

the site in 2008 (OSC08) have been integrated into the evaluation findings. 

 

The evaluation revealed a sequence of Roman pits and floor surfaces dated to the 3rd-4th 

centuries, truncated in places by medieval robbing and pitting. In the medieval period further 

episodes of soil dumping and pit digging were in evidence, along with the construction of 

stone-founded probably timber-framed buildings which lay in the backplots of tenements 

fronting either Westgate Street or Bridewell Lane. 

 

Further ground raising in the post-medieval period was followed by the construction of 

cellared Georgian properties and a clay tobacco pipe factory on Bridewell Lane. Two 

apsidal-ended masonry structures may represent the remains of the clay pipe kilns 

themselves, although their exact function could not be ascertained during the course of the 

evaluation. A building probably functioning as a storage and processing area of the clay pipe 

factory was located to the south of the kilns. 

 

A 19th-century or early 20th-century urinal, a paved surface comprising sandstone setts, and 

the foundations of a former weighing machine, were revealed in the area of the Close. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 In July and August 2011 Cotswold Archaeology (CA) carried out an archaeological 

evaluation for Deeley Freed (Penhalt) Ltd at  The Saw Close Clinic, Bath (centred on 

NGR: ST 7491 6483; Fig. 1). The evaluation was undertaken prior to the submission 

of a formal planning application for the development of the former clinic, adjacent 

public and private car parks and existing buildings in the area (including Bluecoat 

House, Gala Bingo Hall and the former Regency Garage) which will require the 

demolition of some buildings, the reduction in levels of parts of the current ground 

surface and the insertion of foundation structures to support proposed new and 

refurbished buildings. The results of a watching brief undertaken by CA during a 

geotechnical borehole survey by Clarke Bond, outside the area of the Scheduled 

Monument in 2008, is also included in this report. 

 

1.2 The evaluation was carried out in accordance with requirements issued jointly by the 

Archaeological Officer to BANES, Mr Richard Sermon, and the Inspector of Ancient 

Monuments for English Heritage, Ms Melanie Barge, at a meeting held on the 14th 

August 2008. A subsequent detailed Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) was 

produced by Cotswold Archaeology (CA 2011) and approved by Richard Sermon. 

The fieldwork also followed the Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Field 

Evaluation (IfA 2008), the Management of Archaeological Projects (English Heritage 

1991) and the Management of Research Projects in the Historic Environment 

(MORPHE): Project Manager’s Guide (EH 2006). It was monitored by Richard 

Sermon and Veryan Heal, including site visits on 1st and 26th July, and the 4th 

August. 

 

The site 

 

1.3 The proposed development area encloses a total area of approximately 0.5ha and 

comprises the car park and building of the old Saw Close Clinic, 1 and 2 Bridewell 

Lane to the south, the Gala Bingo Club to the south west, (all bounded by Bridewell 

lane on the east), the Saw Close Car Park to the west (including the former Regency 

Garage) and Bluecoat House to the north (Fig. 2) The topography of the site falls 

gradually from north to south from 27.12m AOD at the north of the Saw Close Car 

Park, to 26.67m AOD at the south end of the former clinic car park. 
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1.4     Both car parks are part of Scheduled Monument: BA 82: the Roman Baths and Site 

of Roman Town, Bath. The area of standing buildings is not scheduled, but it is 

accepted that the unscheduled area is likely to have remains of schedulable quality. 

 
 

 

Archaeological background 

 

1.5 The archaeological and historical background can be found in Davenport 2007, and 

will not be repeated here. However, the basic archaeological background is that the 

area is rich in Roman mosaics and other building remains of Roman date have been 

noted. These are all deeply buried, however. Historical studies have shown that the 

area was occupied in the middle ages and intensively occupied and developed from 

the 17th century at least. The area was developed in the 18th century with a row of 

middle to low ranking Georgian houses along Bridewell Lane, two of which, on the 

northern part of this site, were a tavern and a clay tobacco pipe factory respectively 

in the earlier 19th century. In the later 19th century the area became the playground 

of the Bluecoat School, and in 1927 became the car park and yard of the newly 

opened clinic. There have been no significant changes since then. 

 

Archaeological objectives 

 

1.6 The objectives of the evaluation were to establish the character, quality, date and 

extent of any archaeological remains or deposits surviving within the site. This 

information will assist Bath and North East Somerset Council and English Heritage 

in making an informed judgement on the significance of the archaeological resource, 

and the likely impact upon it of the proposed development. 

 

Methodology 

 

1.7 The fieldwork comprised the excavation of five evaluation trenches, two in the Saw 

Close Clinic car park (Trenches 1 and 2) and three in the Saw Close public car park 

(Trenches 3 to 5) in the locations shown on the attached plan (Fig. 3). Trenches 1 

and 2 were approximately 10m x 2.5m. Trenches 3 and 4 were approximately 7.5 m 

x 2m and Trench 5, designed merely to investigate the footings of the old Regency 

Garage, was approximately 1.2m square.  Trenches were set out on OS National 
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Grid (NGR) co-ordinates using a Leica 1200 series SmartRover GPS and surveyed 

in accordance with CA Technical Manual 4 Survey Manual (2009). 

 

1.8 Trench 1 was located to investigate archaeological deposits at the rear of properties 

fronting onto Bridewell Lane, and sited partially over a clay pipe factory known from 

documentary sources (Davenport 2007). Trench 1 measured 9.92m by 2.46m. An 

area measuring 2.46m by 2.2m was excavated at the south of the trench to a depth 

of 4.12m below present ground level (bpgl; 22.67m AOD). A hand-auger was used 

to investigate deposits below this level to a depth of 22.08m AOD. 

 

1.9 Trench 2 was located to investigate archaeological deposits adjacent to Bridewell 

Lane. Trench 2 measured 10.03m by 2.55m. Unstable ground at the south of the 

trench halted excavation at 1.2m bpgl, with crysotile asbestos contamination halting 

work in the central area of the trench at a similar depth. An area measuring 2.67m 

by 2.6m was excavated at the north of the trench to a depth of 2.62m bpgl (24.05m 

AOD), and a further 1m by 1m area was excavated to a depth of 3.81m bpgl 

(22.89m AOD). A hand-auger was used to investigate deposits below this level to a 

depth of 4.59m bpgl (22.11m AOD), at which point obstructions prevented deeper 

augering. 

 

1.10 Trench 3 was located to investigate the site of the former Saw Close weighing-

machine shown on the Ordnance Survey map of 1886 and removed in the 1950s. 

Approval to relocate the trench slightly to the west to avoid blocking access to the 

car park pay and display machine was agreed by Richard Sermon and Veryan Heal 

on the 14th July 2011. Trench 3 measured 7.5m by 2m and was excavated to a 

maximum depth of 1.2m bpgl. 

 

1.11 Trench 4 was located to investigate the former surfaces of Saw Close, and the 

survival of buildings shown on the 1852 Cotterell and Spackman City Corporation 

map. Trench 4 measured 7.34m by 2.24m with a maximum depth of 0.03m. The 

trench was excavated to the top of the first significant layer of archaeology as 

determined by Richard Sermon and Veryan Heal. 

 

1.12 Trench 5 was located to investigate the foundations of the former Regency Garage 

building and the urinals shown on the 1886 and later Ordnance Survey maps. 

Trench 5 measured 1.2m by 0.95m. The trench was excavated to a maximum depth 

of 1m bpgl.  
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1.13 For safe working, a securely fenced work compound was set up to keep the public 

safe and temporarily to contain spoil. Trenches 1 to 4 were opened by a mechanical 

excavator equipped with a toothless grading bucket after the tarmac was cut through 

using a diamond saw. All machining was conducted under archaeological 

supervision and ceased when the first archaeological horizon was encountered. 

Excavation was continued by hand thereafter in accordance with CA Technical 

Manual 1: Fieldwork Recording Manual (2007). Trench 5 was excavated by hand.  

 

1.14 Deposits were assessed for their palaeoenvironmental potential in accordance with 

CA Technical Manual 2: The Taking and Processing of Environmental and Other 

Samples from Archaeological Sites (2003) and were sampled and processed. All 

artefacts recovered were processed in accordance with Technical Manual 3 

Treatment of Finds Immediately after Excavation (2010). 

 

1.15 The archive and artefacts from the evaluation are currently held by CA at their 

offices in Kemble. Subject to the agreement of the legal landowner the artefacts will 

be deposited with The Roman Baths Museum, along with the site archive. A 

summary of information from this project, set out within Appendix F, will be entered 

onto the OASIS online database of archaeological projects in Britain. 

 

1.16 Selected results from a watching brief carried out between January and February 

2008 on four boreholes in and around the site have been integrated into the present 

report. The watching brief was carried out under the site code OSC 08. All contexts 

mentioned in the text relate to the evaluation SCB11 unless prefixed by OCB08 

indicating they are from the borehole watching brief (e.g. OSC 08 4000). The logs 

from the watching brief can be found in Appendix B. 

 

2. RESULTS (FIGS 2-13)  

2.1 This section provides an overview of the evaluation results; detailed summaries of 

the recorded contexts, OSC08 borehole logs and finds are to be found in 

Appendices A, B and C respectively. Details of the relative heights of the principal 

deposits and features expressed as metres Above Ordnance Datum (m AOD) 

appear in Appendix E. 
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Trench 1 (Figs 2-6) 

 

2.2 Natural clay 1107 was observed in a hand-auger hole at 22.23m AOD. This was 

sealed by 1106, an alluvial deposit, in turn sealed by deposit 1105 which contained 

frequent charcoal. An additional auger hole approximately 1m to the east failed to 

reach natural clay, failing on a limestone inclusion at 22.08m OD. Within the 

augered sequence deposits 1103, 1102 and 1101 appear to be alluvial in nature, 

and are sealed by deposit 1101 which was similar in composition to 1105.  

 

2.3 Deposits 1105 and 1101 were sealed by 1100, an external dumped deposit of 

Roman date with a trampled surface. Deposit 1100 was not excavated. Deposit 

1099, a thin layer of mortar, sealed 1100 and may have been either debris from 

construction activity or a degraded mortar surface (Fig. 3, section AA). 

 

2.4 The mortar surface was sealed by external soil dump 1098, the surface of which had 

been trampled and formed a rough surface. Artefacts recovered from 1098 date to 

the mid 3rd-4th century, and include tesserae and Roman ceramic building material. 

 

2.5 Roman soil dump 1095 was deposited over 1098, and its surface was trampled to 

form context 1094. A coin dating to the 4th century, and a shale armlet fragment 

were recovered from this surface. Pit 1097 cut through 1094, and was filled by a 

single silty fill 1096 which dated to the 3rd-4th century and contained plaster and an 

iron nail. Soil and rubble dump 1092 sealed pit fill 1096 and contained ceramics 

dating to the mid 3rd-4th century. The top of 1092 had been reworked into trampled 

surface 1093, with a dump of limestone rubble at the southern edge of excavation. 

 

2.6 A thick layer of soil, 1087, lay above surface 1093. It was 0.77m thick and probably 

represents dumping and soil build up extending into the post-Roman period. Pottery 

from the deposit included residual Roman ceramics, alongside late 13th – 14th 

century pottery. The layer was cut by medieval pit 1086, containing homogenous pit 

fill 1085, which was in turn cut by pit 1089 containing fill 1088. Pit 1091 (not 

illustrated (n.i.)) was also recorded as being cut from this level, however it contained 

finds of late 18th or early 19th century date and must have originally been cut from 

higher in the sequence and horizontally truncated by reworking of the overlying 

layers. Garden soil 1077 had been reworked over the pits and contained 13th and 

14th-century pottery. It was sealed by a further garden soil 1073 which contained 

18th-century pottery. 
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2.7 Made ground deposit 1072 marked a transition from external garden soils to cobbled 

yard surfaces and structures. A complex sequence of flagstone and cobbled yard 

surfaces were laid down to the east of north\south aligned wall 1067: immediately 

west of the wall was masonry drain 1065, which was backfilled and replaced by 

drain 1038 which ran south, before running along the side of wall 1022 to the west. 

To the west of the drains cobbled surfaces 1043 and 1041, and walls 1081 and 

1057 were constructed. 

 

2.8 A barrel-vaulted cesspit 1079 was observed immediately west of the trench, it was 

built of limestone blocks forming a flat arch above two limestone block side walls. 

The vault was approximately 1.7m wide internally and was observed to extend 

beyond the trench edge to the west for approximately 2m. The cesspit had been 

infilled with mortar and rubble 1078. Masonry garderobe chute 1075 had been cut 

through the cobbled yard 1043 in order to feed into the cesspit. The chute was well-

constructed with a sloping base of pennant sandstone slabs. Cobbled surface 1042 

was formed around the inserted chute. Wall 1054 was built to the east of the drain 

and may have supported a timber superstructure. 

 

2.9 East\west walls 1022 and 1005 may be property boundary walls. Wall 1005 formed 

the south wall of masonry clay tobacco kiln structure 1006/1007/1018. The structure 

consisted of two apsidal bays divided by north\south aligned brick and stone wall 

1006. At the south of the excavated bay the kiln structure 1007 survived as a 

roughly-rendered curved fragment of rubble-built masonry, with further masonry 

surviving at the base of the kiln structure (1018). The scar of the original extent of 

the kiln structure was clearly visible on walls 1005 and 1006, and the outline of the 

kiln firebox was clearly marked by floor 1017. Different types of mortar suggest that 

the kiln structure base 1018 had been rebuilt on more than one occasion, possibly 

after each firing. A sandstone flagstone and brick floor 1017 had been laid against 

the kiln structure 1018 and showed evidence of wear, probably from raking out the 

firebox. 

 

2.10 A narrow shelf had been constructed in the side walls of the kiln, possibly to allow 

for the construction of the circular kiln structure. Vitrified bricks on wall 1006, and 

severe scorching of the masonry of 1006, kiln structure 1018 and floor 1017 indicate 

the presence of extreme temperatures. 
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2.11 A thin layer of trampled soil and mortar bedding 1033 developed above cobbles 

1042, sealed by flagstone surface 1008/1012/1025. Late 18th to early 19th-century 

pottery was recovered from 1033. The flagstones were divided by a number of low 

partition walls 1009, 1010, 1011 and 1061 and pier bases 1062, 1026, 1035, 

suggesting the presence of wooden sheds or structures. Pipe clay deposit 1015 was 

found across yard surface 1012/1025. To the east of the walls was dumped soil 

1021 forming the base for cobbled surface 1019/1020. 

 

2.12 Wall 1005 was demolished and the kiln structure 1006/1007/1018 was partially 

dismantled before being infilled with 1000, a layer of demolition material containing a 

large assemblage of clay tobacco pipes, and fragments of developed muffle from the 

kiln. Demolition and levelling layer 1004 was observed across the trench and 

probably represents levelling of the site for the Bluecoat School playground.  

 

2.13 A layer of limestone chippings 1003 was used to further level up the area, probably 

when the Saw Close clinic was constructed, and the trench was sealed by modern 

made ground 1002 capped by 1001, the thin layer of modern tarmac which forms 

the current car park surface. 

 

Trench 2 (Figs 2, 7-9) 

 

2.14 The earliest deposit exposed in Trench 2 was 2050, a Roman floor composed of 

lime-bonded limestone gravel with occasional small fragments of Roman CBM. The 

core of the floor was exposed as being at least 0.2m thick. Floor 2050 had a smooth 

surface skim at 23.09m OD which had been scorched and discoloured, and overlain 

by a series of thin laminated ash, tread and sand deposits 2047-2049. The 

occupation deposits 2047-2049 were overlain by in situ limestone rubble and mortar 

layer 2041, which was not excavated. 

 

2.15 The sequence of Roman deposits was cut by a medieval pit, 2046, which was filled 

by 2042, 2043, 2044 and 2045 which contained pottery dating to the 11th to 14th 

centuries, as well as residual Saxon pottery.  Pit or robber cut 2040 was cut through 

the backfilled pit 2046; it was excavated to a depth of 22.94m AOD at which point 

two hand-auger holes were attempted. Fill 2051 (n.i.) contained frequent mortar 

fragments and the auger failed on a limestone inclusion at 22.11m OD. Above 2051 

fills 2037, 2038 and 2039 were hand excavated and contained pottery dating to the 

12th to 14th centuries.  
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2.16 Pit 2040 was sealed by external soil and rubble dump 2036 on which masonry wall 

2035 had been built. The wall survived to a height of two courses and was roughly 

coursed, it was bonded with a mid yellow sandy silt with no apparent lime content. 

The wall appeared to have been horizontally truncated from above. 

 

2.17 Wall 2035 was partially overlain by external trample deposit 2034 which was 

composed of similar sandy silt to the wall bonding and suggested that it was a result 

of demolition of the wall being reworked and trampled into the top of 2036. Further 

external dumps of soil and rubble, 2033, and garden soil, 2032, contain mixed 

pottery assemblages dating from the late 13th to 14th centuries. Above these, thin 

external tramples 2030 and 2031 contained rubble and are associated with the 

construction of wall 2028 (Fig. 8). The wall survived as a single course of poorly 

mortared masonry with limestone block outer faces and a limestone rubble core. 

The wall was 0.84m wide and the lack of foundation suggests that it probably 

supported a timber structure. The wall was horizontally truncated, presumably 

demolished and was partially sealed by 2029, a layer of trampled soil. 

 

2.18 A thin layer of mixed garden soil deposit 2026 was dumped over the external 

trample 2029. Ceramics from this layer date to between the 16th and 18th centuries. 

A further thin external trampled soil layer 2024 was sealed by a thicker layer of 

garden soil 2020 which is probably the same deposit as 2016 to the east. Ceramics 

from 2016 date to the 16th to 17th centuries, whilst ceramics from 2020 date to the 

17th to 18th centuries. Soil layer 2020 was cut by shallow pit or bedding trench 

2022, which was filled by soil 2021 which contained clay tobacco pipe and pottery 

dating to the 18th century. 

 

2.19 Construction cut 2018 for building 2017 truncated the earlier deposits, although it is 

not clear if the building was constructed on the contemporary ground surface, or had 

been either terraced or cellared into the slope. Building 2017 was constructed of 

trench-built limestone foundations with Bath stone ashlar superstructure. The south 

wall of the building was recorded, with a Bath Stone block partition wall aligned 

north\south and a further north\south foundation observed at the eastern limit of the 

trench. An integral triangular masonry structure is probably the base for a corner 

fireplace on the ground floor.  
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2.20 Within building 2017 layers of construction trample containing late 18th century 

ceramics were sealed by levelling deposits 2012 and 2013 which raised the internal 

ground level to create the floor level. A similar Bath stone superstructure and 

triangular detail, 2006, was recorded to the south and probably represents the party 

wall between further properties in a terrace along Bridewell Lane. To the south of 

wall 2006 concrete floor 2009 was observed but not excavated.  The property was 

divided by a Bath stone block partition wall 2007 which had been rendered internally 

on the east side. 

 

2.21 Any flagstones or flooring within building 2017 were removed prior to demolition of 

the building. Immediately after the dismantling of the building the now-truncated 

south wall of 2017 was coated in a bitumen tanking acting as a waterproof barrier. 

This implies the adjacent building was still in use. 

 

2.22 The property between walls 2017 and 2006 was demolished and the basement was 

infilled with levelling layer 2019 which contained large quantities of crysotile 

asbestos roofing tile. The levelling layer was cut by construction trench 2018 for 

boundary wall 2005/2008 and sealed by the associated concrete and tarmac yard 

surface 2004. 

 

2.23 A sewer trench was cut through the 2017 building and was observed to fall towards 

Bridewell Lane. It is not clear whether the trench post-dated the demolition and 

infilling of the building with rubble deposit 2011. 

  

2.24 Yard 2004 was sealed by rubble infill 2002 and the property south of 2006 was 

infilled with 2003 containing large blocks of Bath stone, probably from the demolition 

of the superstructure. The infilled properties were all sealed by 2001, a layer of 

stone chippings capped by 2000, a thin layer of modern tarmac which forms the 

current ground surface. 

 

 Trench 3 (Figs 2 & 10) 

 

2.25 Wall 3004 was exposed at the eastern end of the trench and consisted of four 

courses of Bath stone ashlar blocks, forming the western and northern retaining wall 

of a sunken structure corresponding to the 19th-century weighing-machine shown 

on the 1886 Ordnance Survey map. The wall was well-built with a chamfered slot cut 

into the northern face. A concrete or stone surface was briefly observed within a 
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machine-excavated slot through backfill at a depth of 1.3m bpgl and probably forms 

the base of the pit. Hydro-carbon-contaminated water perched within the 

weighbridge-engine pit obscured the exact nature of the surface and prevented 

further investigation. Construction backfill 3005 was revealed behind the weighing-

engine wall where it had been truncated by the robbing (3008) of the top of 3004. 

 

2.26 A surface of well-lain sandstone setts 3001 was exposed across the trench to the 

west of the weighing-machine pit, the surface was in good condition and within the 

area of the trench it had not been disturbed by later activity. The eastern edge of the 

setts had been robbed (3008). 

  

2.27 A linear scar or stain on the top surface of wall 3004 may derive from the base of the 

weighing-machine structure which had probably been constructed of cast-iron and 

which is shown being removed in a photograph dating to the 1950s (Davenport 

2007, Fig. 7). During the removal of this structure the top of the retaining wall 3004 

had been truncated to 0.24m bpgl by robber cut 3008. 

 

2.28 The weighing-machine pit had been backfilled by 3003, a moderately compacted 

stone and tarmac fill. Service trench 3007 had been cut through the backfilled pit 

and was filled by 3006 which contained a cast-iron service pipe. 

 

2.29 The backfill of the weighing-machine pit was sealed by 3002: a localised layer of 

modern tarmac make-up material, and the trench was sealed by 3000, a thin layer of 

modern tarmac which forms the current ground surface to the Saw Close Car Park. 

 

Trench 4 (Figs 2 & 11) 

 

2.30 A layer of sandstone setts (4001) was revealed across the trench. The setts were 

well-lain and in good condition and abutted 4002, a narrow pavement or kerb built of 

similar setts extending alongside the wall between Saw Close and the clinic car 

park. Slight variations in the surface of the setts may indicate walls or other 

‘hardspots’ beneath the setts. 

 

2.31 Setts 4001 were sealed by 4000, a thin layer of modern tarmac which forms the 

current ground surface to the Saw Close Car Park. 
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Trench 5 (Figs 2 & 12) 

 

2.32 The north wall, 5016, of the former Regency Garage building was observed on the 

south side of Trench 5 extending beyond the full depth of the trench at 1m bpgl. The 

wall was built of randomly-coursed roughly dressed limestone blocks. 

 

2.33 North\south limestone and sandstone wall 5011 abutted wall 5016. It presented a 

fair face to the west. Make-up layers 5013 and 5012 butted wall 5011; sherds of 

stoneware recovered from 5012 date to the 18th/19th century and glazed 

earthenware from 5013 dates to the 19th century. 

 

2.34 The made ground deposits were truncated by 5014, the construction cut for the 

masonry foundation of a building containing a urinal. A curved foundation of well-

dressed Bath stone blocks (5008, 5010) retained a concrete base 5009. Wall 5005 

was built on foundation 5008 and is the surviving superstructure of well-dressed 

Bath stone blocks. A white sanitary-ware urinal tray 5003 was set against this 

superstructure. Concrete floor screed 5002 was then laid against the urinal tray.  

  

2.35 North\south limestone block wall 5017 was built against wall 5016 and forms the 

upstanding low wall immediately east of the trench. The urinal tray was partially 

smashed and any flooring removed. The urinal building was demolished to ground 

level and the urinal tray infilled with rubble 5001 which contained fragments of 

asbestos crysotile roofing sheets, possibly from the urinal roof. The demolished 

structure was covered by a thin layer of tarmac (5000) which forms the modern 

ground surface. 

 

OSC 08 Boreholes (Fig. 2) 

2.36 The location of the five boreholes are shown on Figure 2, and the original logs are 

reproduced below as Appendix B. Borehole 3 was not observed during the watching 

brief. 

 

The Finds and Palaeoenvironmental Evidence 

 

 Pottery 

2.37 A total of 862 sherds of pottery weighing 16.5kg was recovered from 43 deposits; 

the majority coming from Trenches 1 and 2 (Appendix C). The bulk of pottery was 
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hand recovered; small quantities from deposit 1000 were retrieved following the 

processing of bulk sample 1. 

 

2.38 The fabric codings shown in Appendix B are taken from previously published pottery 

assemblages from the city; primarily for groups from Beau Street/Bath Street 

(Bidwell and Croom 1999; Vince 1999) and Bath Spa (Brown 2007).  

 

2.39 Roman pottery was identified from 17 deposits. A proportion is clearly re-deposited, 

occurring with medieval and later ceramics. Only the groups from Trench 1 deposits 

1092, 1096, 1098 and 1100, are likely to represent stratified Roman material. These 

groups, and the assemblage overall, consist of pottery types of local and regional 

origin (Appendix B/Table 2) for the most part characteristic of the Later Roman 

period, after c. 250 AD. Dating is provided in the main by traded finewares, which 

include products of the New Forest and Oxfordshire industries. Continental imports 

are present although most, if not all, is residual among the later Roman and 

medieval dated groups. Of note from layer 1098 are sherds from a Form 45 

mortarium in East Gaulish (probably Trier) samian. It features part of the ‘lions head’ 

spout in devolved bat-like style suggesting a date into the 3rd century AD. 

 

2.40 Pottery of medieval date was recovered from 22 deposits, although a proportion is 

residual in post-medieval or modern dated contexts. Larger stratified groups are 

those from layers/dumped deposits in Trench 2: 2032, 2033 and 2036. The large 

bulk of material comprises unglazed coarsewares ‘Bath A’ and ‘Bath B’ fabrics, 

types which have a long currency, beginning in the later 11th century. The large 

groups from layers 2033 and 2036 are largely composed of these types. A date for 

these groups in the later 11th or 12th centuries is suggested by spouted pitcher 

forms and decoration consisting of scored lattice and ‘basket pattern’ stamps.  The 

group from deposit 2032 is more diverse in terms of fabric types present. The 

presence of sherds of Bristol Ham Green and Minety ware encourage dating after c. 

1150. A substantially complete lamp in Bath B fabric with a thick layer of sooting to 

its interior walls is of interest from this deposit. Later medieval pottery types (dating 

after c. 1250), are relatively sparse; comprising a few sherds in glazed jug fabrics 

from Bristol and south-east Wiltshire (Laverstock). Little of this material would 

appear to be stratified.  

 

2.41 Post-medieval and later pottery was identified from 20 deposits. The majority of 

material, including the sizeable groups from deposits 1073 and 1090 dates after c. 
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1700. Groups containing refined whitewares (fabrics: crea; pearl; white), date after c. 

1750. Mass-produced English wares dominate, particularly tin-glazed earthenwares, 

white stonewares and creamwares/pearlwares. Imports are represented as a few 

sherds of Chinese porcelain, and German stonewares. Among the latter is a 

substantially complete Westerwald tankard from deposit 1090, bearing the ‘GR’ 

monograph. Other identifiable forms are primarily tablewares (tankards, plates, tea 

bowls) or ‘sanitary wares’ (chamber pots). Of interest from deposit 1033 are joining 

sherds from a Black Basalt stoneware vessel with elaborate sprigged decoration in 

the classical style. 

 

 Other material 

2.42 Other artefact classes are listed in Appendix C (Table 1). The quantities of Roman 

building material are mainly roofing types, tegula and imbrex. A single fragment of 

flue tile with combed keying was also noted (re-deposited in layer 2032). Tesserae 

of limestone and lias were recorded from a number of contexts. These vary in size, 

however are mainly small (7-10mm), suggesting that the majority come from 

patterned mosaics rather than plain tessellated pavements. A cuboid fragment of 

green glass or glass paste from deposit 1098, probably represents a tessera. This is 

one of the very few tesserae from Roman dated deposits, the majority occurring 

residually in medieval deposits and perhaps suggesting that mosaic pavements in 

this location are disturbed.  

 

2.43 Flat fragments of sandstone from mainly medieval deposits are probably roofing tiles 

of Roman date. A whetstone in a hard, grey and lustrous stone from deposit 2032 is 

almost certainly of Norwegian schist and of earlier medieval date. 

 

2.44 A single Roman coin (Registered artefact 8) was recorded from layer 1094. This is a 

bronze nummus of 4th century type, however corrosion prevents identification. A 

shale armlet fragment (Registered artefact 9) was recovered from the same deposit 

and is a common Late Roman form of personal adornment. This object is unusual is 

its large size; its internal diameter of 95mm perhaps suggesting use for the upper 

arm or even the ankle (Lawson 1975, 250). A copper-alloy bracelet/armlet of twisted 

type (2 strand), also of common Late Roman form was recovered from dumped soil 

1092. The remaining artefacts of metal largely consist of nails and fragmentary 

objects. Of greater interest, although seemingly re-deposited is a fragmentary barrel 

padlock of medieval type from deposit 1021. 
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 Clay tobacco pipes and kiln debris (Marek Lewcun) 

 

 Methodology 

2.45 The pipes were all examined and dates assigned to each based on currently 

available information, with close dates being applicable to those with makers’ marks 

and wider date brackets to those without. The pipes from context 1000, being 

particularly numerous in number, were treated differently and have been addressed 

separately below. The latter group was examined and separated out initially by 

general form, either decorated or plain, then by maker and ultimately by individual 

mould, and with the documented history of the site taken into consideration due note 

was made as to whether or not the pipes were waste products of the manufacturing 

process or casual losses in everyday life. The kiln material was examined in a 

similar fashion, with due attention paid to the presence of any unusual items, 

particularly any forms not published in the recognised work on the subject (Peacey 

1996). Brief note is also included with regard to the pipemakers who occupied the 

premises and in particular to the events of 1850-1860, as they are pertinent to the 

understanding and origin of the pipes in general and especially to those with the kiln 

material in context 1000. 

 

 The Assemblage: Condition and storage potential    

2.46 The pipes are in good condition and stored in grip seal polythene bags within one 

standard archive quality box. As a part of the identification and reporting process the 

pipes have been separated into their general types and by maker and form, and 

although there are no long-term preservation issues it would be beneficial for the 

pipes to be bagged by type not just to give additional protection but to offer ease to 

any further work and research at a later date. It is recommended that the bags be 

divided between two boxes to prevent breakage due to overpacking. 

 

2.47 The kiln material is in good condition and stored in four full boxes, with two bags to 

each box.  It would be advisable to separate out the fragments of kiln wall and muffle 

into separate bags in order to avoid damage, and for the employment of an 

additional box to reduce the risk of breakage. 

 

 Quantification 

2.48 The pipe assemblage comprises a total of 4,254 fragments, of which 4,205 come 

from context 1000. Makers’ marks appear on 521 of the pipes in context 1000 and 

on eight of those in other contexts. The pipe kiln material includes 22 fragments of 
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muffle, five pipeclay bricks, one mortar brick, two fragments of mortar with 

vitrification indicative of contact with hot gases, a firebrick with arched top, two 

fragments of Bath stone with drilled holes, and a small quantity of mortar which may 

or not relate to a kiln.  

 

 Date ranges 

2.49 The earliest pipes consist of two bowls characteristic of the products of north-east 

Somerset circa 1630-1660, both with maker’s marks (contexts 1033, 1073). Besides 

these there are no other bowls or stems dating to that period. The bowl from 1073 is 

residual, and is accompanied by an unmarked bowl of c1670-1700, unmarked, and 

a stem with makers mark datable to 1694-1731. The remainder of the pipes are no 

earlier than 1750 based on very broad dates applied to stems with medium to small 

sized boreholes. The other bowls in the assemblage fall into two defined date 

ranges, one of 1790-1820 and the other 1850-1860. The contexts producing pipes 

are listed in numerical order in Appendix C/Table 3 with context 1000 discussed in 

more detail below. Makers’ marks in the assemblage are listed in Appendix C/Table 

4. 

 

 

 Context 1000 

2.50 This context represents the infilling of the building occupying the rear part of 10 

Bridewell Lane, a property known to have been the site of a pipe factory between 

1780 and 1851, and the majority if not all of the finds came from within the shell of 

one of a pair of kiln or firebox structures. It produced a total of 4,205 pipe fragments, 

of which between 200 and 300 are very small pieces recovered from a sieved 

sample. The pipes comprise 670 individual bowls represented either by a complete 

bowl or the spur at its base, while there are a further 1,076 bowl fragments, 124 tips 

or mouth-pieces and 2,307 stems. 460 of the pipes include makers’ marks. There 

are 397 by Joseph Sants, 38 by WG, nine by James Clarke, eight by Thomas Jones, 

six by Abraham Jones and two by Joseph Smith. Three of the pipes by James 

Clarke are a re-use of moulds which have the original maker’s initials of Joseph 

Smith, and the two pipes of the latter already mentioned are additional to these. 

 

2.51 The majority of the bowls, 243, are either plain or have leaf decoration along the 

mould seams. There are only 17 pipes with ribbed decoration, all of the cruder 

earlier form, while there is one bowl fragment which includes part of a bust. The 

latter fragment only includes part of the right cheek, the neck and the collar, and 
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thus it is impossible to say with any certainty whether the bust is male or female, but 

the hair might be indicative of a Negro figure such as those that appear on pipes of 

later 19th-century date. The only regional parallels are by Edward Watts (1790-

1842) of Oakhill, near Shepton Mallet, who produced a series of bowls depicting the 

Prince of Wales feathers and the bust of the Prince Regent in the early 19th century 

(Lewcun, in prep). 

 

2.52 Most of the pipes are in unused white condition. A small number are in a creamy 

slightly over-fired condition, and others illustrate transverse squatting or squashing 

indicative of kiln waste. The cleaner pipes were most probably broken either during 

the unloading of the kiln or on the workshop floor during packing. Such materials 

had retail value and were certainly stockpiled by Joseph Sants and supplied to the 

Somerset and Dorset and Great Western Railway companies to use in the 

foundations of yards and track beds. Judging by the pipes which occur in more 

abundance in context 1000 it would appear that at least 22 moulds were in use at 

the time the material was brought to the site and deposited. A breakdown of the total 

number of moulds in evidence by type (excluding the AJ, TJ and IS pipes) together 

with how many of those types are probably kiln waste judging by quantities is as 

follows: 11 forms of plain bowls with unmarked spurs, 6 of which are assumed to be 

kiln waste; 4 forms of ribbed bowls with unmarked spurs, 2 of which are assumed to 

be kiln waste; 5 forms of bowls with leaves on seams and plain spurs, 2 assumed to 

be kiln waste; 7 forms of bowls with leaves on seams and initials JS on spur, all 

forms kiln waste; 1 form of plain bowls with initials WG on spur, assumed to be kiln 

waste. 

 

2.53 Only two or three pipes displaying the WG mark have been recorded to date and 

only in Bath, and thus occurring in such quantity in context 1000 lends weight to 

proving manufacture in the city. The plain bowls without any initials on the spur 

include some to which the backs have been stamped with a circular mark containing 

the words SANTS in the upper half and BATH in the lower, with a star and horizontal 

darts at the centre. The back stamp appears only on the bowls with a plain spur, and 

not on any of the other mould forms or on any of the other bowls with the marks of 

other makers on the spur. Quite why none of the WG pipes are counterstamped in a 

similar way is not clear. 

 

2.54 The pipes by Abraham and Thomas Jones cannot be proved to be kiln waste, and 

their position within the deposit would determine whether or not they accompanied 
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the kiln waste as part of an earlier phase of infilling or whether they came in as part 

of an upper levelling deposit immediately prior to the construction of the school. The 

pipes with the initials of Joseph Smith and James Clarke, fairly ‘dirty’ compared to 

the cleaner WG and Sants pipes, are presumably residual and not unsurprising on a 

site previously occupied by them. Of note, however, is that one of the bowls with the 

initials of JC added to a Smith form is from the same mould as one other pipe from 

Bath which has the JC initials on the back of the bowl rather than the left side. That 

they are from the same mould is demonstrated by a prominent scar on the right side 

of the bowl from where the mould had been broken and repaired at some point in 

the past, and this is the first example seen. 

 

2.55 The 124 tips or mouth-pieces of the pipes were all cut by knife to leave either oval or 

circular ends roughly 4mm in diameter. The majority, 84 (68%), are unglazed, while 

33 (26%) are finished with a green lead glaze. The remaining five (6%) were coated 

with red wax, which is unusual for such a late date. The green glaze would have 

been applied in a tipping muffle of the sort illustrated by Peacey (Peacey 1996, 92), 

and two of the tips are fused together having snapped off during extraction. 

 

 The potential origin of the material in context 1000 

2.56 Thomas Jones took over his late father’s business in Avon Street in August 1855 

(Lewcun 1994, 135), and thus the deposition of 1000 must have taken place after 

that date, assuming that the Jones pipes came from well within the kiln or furnace 

structure. Joseph Sants took over the Avon Street premises in the summer of 1859, 

during which time the Blue Coat School was under construction. The fragments of 

muffle in context 1000 belong to a structure which must have been deliberately 

demolished, and although it is feasible that such a structure had remained at 10 

Bridewell Lane it is possible that the fragments had been brought in from outside. 

Similar material, including large fragments of muffle wall and known to have been 

brought in from the former Jones’s factory, was used to infill an old cellar at Bellott’s 

Hospital, which was also under reconstruction in 1859 (Lewcun 1999, 4-5), and thus 

it is seems possible that Sants was providing hardcore material for ground-levelling 

at both properties using debris from muffles which he was in the process of 

replacing. 

 

 

 The pipe makers who occupied 10 Bridewell Lane and the events of 1850-1860 

2.57 Joseph Smith is the first pipemaker who occupied 10 Bridewell Lane, within the 
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footprint of which context 1000 was excavated. He took a lease in 1780, at which 

time he was described as a baker, but was making pipes by 1782 if not before  

Although declared insolvent in 1799, he continued in trade but eventually transferred 

the lease and sold the business concerns, including the tools and moulds, to James 

Clarke in 1810 (Lewcun 1994, 133-134). The tools were put up for auction in 1832, 

and the business was taken over by Clarke’s son-in-law, William Needes, who 

carried on the business until 1834 (Lewcun 1994, 139). 

 

2.58 Joseph Sants took over the factory in 1835, but with it inherited complaints over the 

property, principally the offensive nature of its smoke to the Blue Coat School and 

the Bath Commercial and Literary Institution. By the early 1850s he was under 

pressure to move the business, and requested that the council permit him to 

continue the tenancy ‘or that compensation might be made to him for the removal of 

the kilns which he has erected at a Cost of £200’. He was eventually given notice to 

quit the premises in July 1851, but already had contingency plans in place with a 

new factory already constructed in Milk Street (Lewcun 1994, 139-141). Exactly 

what was meant by the removal of the kilns is not known, but it could be inferred that 

by deconstructing or demolishing the kilns he would have reduced the corporation’s 

chances of letting the factory to a competitor in the event of a change of mind at a 

later date. 

 

2.59 The Blue Coat School intimated to the Bath Corporation that it wished to acquire the 

adjoining property on Bridewell Lane in early December 1851, but by the end of the 

month the corporation had compiled a report looking at the possibility of taking down 

the buildings which had been described as being ‘in so dilapidated a state that they 

could not advise a new Lease to be granted without the House being rebuilt’ as early 

as 1846. In January 1852 the corporation decided against a lease to the school and 

instead opted for letting it on a year-to-year basis, but by early 1853 communications 

were re-opened with regard to adding both numbers 9 and 10 to the school. In 

October 1858 the property was described as in a ‘ruinous and disrespectable state’, 

and the following month the corporation agreed to a request from the school for a 

lease in return for taking the buildings down immediately (Bath Record Office, 

Borough Property Committee minute books). The proposals for the extension of the 

school, with a plan showing a playground over the site of 8-10 Bridewell Lane (Bath 

record Office’, maps/L6/4) were made in January 1859, after which date demolition 

must have taken place. There are no listings of any pipemakers occupying the 

premises after 1851. 
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 Kiln material 

2.60 The kiln material from context 1000 includes 22 fragments of muffle, of which eight 

illustrate the full thickness of the wall, five include prop-type buttresses and three 

include a peripheral shelf. There are also five pipeclay bricks, one mortar brick, two 

fragments of mortar with vitrification indicative of contact with hot gases, while a 

small quantity of what at first appears to be mortar might in fact belong to the muffle 

as two small fragments include pipe stems and/or stem impressions. One of the 

pipeclay bricks takes the form of a wedge truncated at the shorter end, where 

vitrification also indicates contact with hot kiln gases. There are two fragments of 

Bath stone with drilled holes through them, but it perhaps more likely that these are 

general building materials through which tie bars had been passed or that they had 

some other function unrelated to a kiln structure. 

 

2.61 The purpose or function of two other objects is not immediately obvious, and both 

need further investigation. One is a broken piece of kiln or firebrick with an arched 

top, broken at both ends; there is no evidence of vitrification on any part. The 

second fragmental object takes the form of a slab of pipeclay which includes part of 

a curved and finished edge, reinforced with a pipe whereby the stem runs behind the 

curve and the bowl bends inwards into the remainder of the slab. On one face there 

is also a scar which could conceivably be from where a peripheral shelf has broken 

away, but if that interpretation is correct then the aperture needs further 

consideration. One explanation might be that the curved edge was a plugged 

aperture through which a pipe could be extracted to check for hardness during the 

firing. Alternatively it might be part of a socket on the side of the kiln to receive a 

tipping muffle to glaze stem tips, and the dimensions of the aperture would engage 

with the type of tipping muffle illustrated by Peacey (Peacey, 92), but the absence of 

vitrification or slag on either of the faces tends to go against both theories. Neither of 

these objects feature in the extensive illustrations and discussions in the published 

work by Peacey, and if no examples have turned up on excavations since then they 

might be unique. 

 

2.62 There is no kiln furniture in the assemblage unless the object with the curved edge 

belongs in that category. The only pieces of furniture supplements are three small 

pieces of flat thin sheet of type TS2 described and illustrated by Peacey (Peacey 

1996, 65, 74), which would have acted as packing material within the kiln. There 

were three iron objects in context 1000, two small undiagnostic pieces and one 
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rectangular item with tapering width. 

 

 Significance of the assemblage 

2.63 The pipes are certainly of local and most probably regional significance in that they 

illustrate the number of moulds and range of products by a factory in a small 

provincial city.  

 

2.64 Until recently, only a few assemblages of factory waste and kiln material had been 

excavated in Bath. In 1984 a group of pipes dateable to circa 1869 was excavated 

on the Lower Bristol Road in Bath, (Lewcun 1984, 11-13), while more recently a 

group of waste from the factory of the same maker, dateable to circa 1850-1860, 

was excavated on the Southgate development site in Bath (Barber et al, in prep). 

Both groups were from the factory of Joseph Sants in Milk Street and had been used 

as make-up material for railway yards and housing developments. The Southgate 

group illustrates the use of 22 moulds, and that from Lower Bristol Road the use of 

32 moulds. There are significant differences between the Bridewell Lane and 

Southgate assemblages, a major change in attitude to pipe style having been 

adopted in the interim period, while there are also a number of pipe forms in the 

Bridewell Lane group which have not been recorded before. 

 

2.65 The pipes from context 1000 date between 1851 to 1859, but whether early or later 

in that period is not known. They differ from groups excavated in Bristol and 

dateable to 1850-1865, where more decorative forms and the use of earlier 

decorated forms are in evidence (Price et al 1982,17-42). There are no examples of 

the stem mark used by Joseph Sants, whereby J.SANTS was applied to the left side 

and BATH to the right side, nor were any seen on any of the substantial number of 

stems examined on site but not retained. This is also in contrast to the Southgate, 

Bath, assemblage of 1850-1860. 

  

 Animal bone 

2.66 Animal bones were recovered from 35 contexts (Appendix D: Table 1). The bones 

were very well preserved, and the majority can be identified to species and skeletal 

element. Cattle bones dominated the assemblage, and were present in 22 contexts. 

Caprovine bones were present in 25 contexts, of which a goat horn core was 

identified in context 1085. Pig bones were present in eight contexts. Further 

identified mammal bones included a hare humerus that was present in context 1064, 

and a humerus of a cat in 2036. The only bird bones were identified in contexts 
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1055, 2032 and 2034, and included bones from fowl and goose. Additionally, four 

contexts included oyster shells (Appendix D: Table 2). 

 

2.67 Some cattle bones displayed clear axial saw marks of the vertebral bodies, which 

are a type of butchery marks that are usually only noted in post-medieval to modern 

animal bone assemblages. There were several other knife cut marks noted on the 

much of the remains, which indicates that the majority of the bones are likely to 

represent food waste rather then butchery waste. 

   

3. DISCUSSION 

 Pre-Roman 

3.1 No evidence for any prehistoric activity or artefacts was found on the site, and 

evidence for the pre-Roman topography of the area was limited to observations of 

four boreholes and limited hand-augering in Trenches 1 and 2, from which little or no 

meaningful conclusion can be drawn.  

 Roman 

3.2 Evidence for well-stratified Roman deposits was limited to pits and surfaces at the 

base of Trenches 1 and 2, layers including a horizon containing tesserae identified 

in Borehole 4 (Appendix B), and a number of residual Roman artefacts contained 

within later deposits. The lack of any definite 1st or early 2nd century artefacts from 

the site is noteworthy, suggesting that the area was possibly not occupied before the 

mid 2nd century. The stratified Roman deposits are characterised by pits, dumps 

and trampled or concrete floor surfaces, but no mosaics were apparent. Quantities 

of residual small tesserae, mostly in later dated contexts, suggest disturbed 

patterned mosaics in the vicinity, but whether these were present within the site 

cannot be ascertained at this stage. In Trench 2 Roman floor surface 2050 lay at 

3.64m bpgl (23.05m AOD), and the Roman layer with tesserae in Borehole 4 at 

22.8m AOD. These were slightly deeper that the level of mosaic surfaces discovered 

on adjacent sites, with the possible exception of a mosaic found in the 19th-century 

immediately west of Bluecoat House, purported to have lain at 4.57m below existing 

ground level (Davenport 2007, 9; UAD site 72), although these records must be 

treated with caution as there are no heights above Ordnance Datum given. 

 

3.3 Whilst moderate quantities of Roman stone and ceramic roof tile, opus signinum, 

painted wall plaster and a fragment of box-flue tile are present, unsurprisingly 
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attesting the presence of Roman buildings in the vicinity, there is little within the 

assemblage, other than the tesserae, with which to demonstrate the status of the 

Roman occupation of the site. The thickness of floor 2050 may, however, suggest a 

fairly substantial Roman building of some status was present. Whilst medieval pitting 

has clearly truncated Roman remains in places, Georgian cellaring had not, and 

enough intact Roman strata survives to suggest we have a reasonable grasp on the 

level of Roman deposits. The slightly greater depths of these deposits suggest the 

site may lie in a slight depression, perhaps a slightly less built up area, or possibly 

situated over the course of an earlier palaeochannel, although with the limited area 

investigated no firm conclusion can be drawn. An interpretative transect illustrating 

levels across the site is presented in Figure 13. 

 

 Medieval 

3.4 The evaluation revealed evidence of extensive medieval pitting and dumping and 

reworking/cultivation of soils, presumably representing external or garden areas 

associated with the backplots of tenements extending back from Westgate Street 

and Bridewell Lane. The presence of masonry walls recorded in Trench 2 suggests 

light, timber framed buildings were erected within the backplots alongside Bridewell 

Lane between the 12th and 14th centuries. Evidence for activity between the 15th 

and 17th centuries is almost entirely absent, suggesting perhaps that the area 

remained in external yard areas or cultivation throughout that period, or simply that 

later truncation has removed evidence of activity at that time. 

 

 Clay tobacco pipe factory 

 

3.5 The apsidal ended structures at the north end of Trench 1 appear likely, on balance, 

to represent kilns of the clay tobacco pipe factory known to have occupied the site of 

10 Bridewell Lane until the mid 19th century, although the use of Bath stone seems 

an unusual choice given the temperatures required. An alternative explanation could 

be that these were bread ovens installed following the demise of the site as a pipe 

factory. If indeed they are pipe kilns they are likely to be of the developed muffle 

type, and the preservation of kiln structures to such a height is rare (Alan Peacey 

pers. comm.). The derivation of the large assemblage of clay pipe and associated 

kiln waste filling the excavated kiln cannot be proven to be linked directly to the 

Bridewell Lane pipe factory, as it was known for pipemakers to provide material for 

use as hardcore elsewhere (see 2.56 above). The discovery of pipe clay on the flag 

floor surface of the building immediately to the south of the kiln structures suggests 
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this building was used as a store for the pipe clay, with associated partition walls 

suggesting sheds or buildings forming part of the factory complex. 

 

 19th-century 

3.6 The 19th-century surface of Saw Close was exposed in Trenches 3 and 4 and was 

composed of well-lain sandstone setts. The setts were in good condition sealed only 

by a thin layer of modern tarmac. The setts abut the wall between Saw Close and 

the former clinic car park. The wall probably dates to the extension of the Bluecoat 

School playground in the mid-19th century, and the setts overlie any surviving 

remains of buildings shown within Saw Close on the 1886 Ordnance Survey. The 

surface had been lain around the pit of the weighing-machine and beyond the 

evaluation trenches is likely to be locally truncated by service trenches, tree planting 

pits and localised disturbances visible in the surface of the tarmac. 

 

3.7 The foundations of the urinal to the north of the former Regency Garage building 

was shown to have cut through made-ground deposits to a depth of 1m. The north 

wall of the former Regency Garage building was shown to extend at least 1m below 

current ground surface and was continuing 

 

  

Ground probing radar: re-evaluation of success 

3.8 The results of the Ground Penetrating Radar survey of the can be assessed using 

the evaluation data. The anomaly shown at the south end of Trench 2 correlated 

with an area of extremely loose cellar backfill containing large voids. Similarly the 

anomaly in the area of Trench 3 correlated with the backfilled pit of the weighing 

engine. The probable clay tobacco pipe kilns at the north end of Trench 1 were not 

detected by the GPR survey. The GPR survey appears to indicate anomalies where 

there are major changes in the underlying strata at a shallow depth of approximately 

1m, however it did not show any anomalies on the site of the substantial masonry 

structures in Trenches 1 or 2. The results of the GPR, whilst apparently indicating 

areas of loose fill, were therefore of limited use in predicting sub-surface 

archaeological remains.  
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4. CA PROJECT TEAM  

4.1 Fieldwork was undertaken by Chiz Harward assisted by Sian Reynish, with Anthony 

Beechey, Jess Cook, Charlotte Haines, Ray Holt, Andy Loader, Tom Weavill and 

Alex Wilkinson. The OSC08 watching brief was undertaken by Neil Wright assisted 

by Andy Donald and James Tongue. The report was written by Chiz Harward, 

assisted by Charlotte Haines. The illustrations were prepared by Jon Bennett. The 

archive has been compiled by Chiz Harward, and prepared for deposition by James 

Johnson. The project was managed for CA by Simon Cox. 
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APPENDIX A: CONTEXT DESCRIPTIONS 

Trench 1  
 
No. Type Description Length 

(m) 
Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Spot-
date 

1000 Layer In-fill of building, limestone rubble in ashy silt     
1001 Layer Tarmac car park   0.08  
1002 Layer Levelling for 1001, loose black silty sand   0.10  
1003 Layer Make-up layer, compact light yellow sandy rubble   0.30  

1004 Layer 
Demolition deposit, dark brownish grey sandy silt 
with bath stone blocks and mortar   0.60 

 

1005 Masonry 
Bath stone block and pennant sandstone slab L-
shaped wall of kiln >2.60 0.40  

 

1006 Masonry 
Bath stone block curved dividing wall between 
kilns 2.23 0.55 >1.50 

 

1007 Masonry Burnt bath stone block furnace lining 0.50 1.42 1.48  
1008 Masonry Flagstone floor 1.88 >1.50   
1009 Masonry NE/SW aligned limestone block wall 0.96 0.22   
1010 Masonry NW/SE aligned limestone block wall 1.30 0.18 0.15  
1011 Masonry NE/SW aligned Bath stone block wall 2.40 0.11 0.38  
1012 Masonry Flagstone floor 2.20 >1.86 0.05  
1013 Masonry Pennant sandstone cobbled yard surface >0.46 0.46 0.09  

1014 Masonry 
Light brownish yellow mortar render on 1005 and 
1009    

 

1015 Deposit Light grey white china clay deposit 0.90 0.22 0.03  
1016 Cut U-shaped robber cut of walls 1007 and 1018 1.60 1.42 1.48  
1017 Masonry Brick and pennant sandstone floor >1.70 0.45   
1018 Masonry Bath stone block furnace walls 1.57 0.40   
1019 Masonry Pennant sandstone cobbled yard surface 0.40 0.08 0.16  
1020 Masonry Pennant sandstone cobbled yard surface 0.24 0.12 0.10  

1021 Deposit 
Possible garden soil, dark brown clayey silt with 
very abundant charcoal 2.10 >1.00 0.05 

 

1022 Masonry E/W aligned limestone block party wall >2.00 >0.12   
1023 Masonry Possible step, Pennant sandstone slab 0.71 >0.30 0.06  
1024 Masonry Possible step, Pennant sandstone flagstones >0.60 0.38 0.05  
1025 Masonry Pennant sandstone and limestone slab floor 1.60 >1.32 0.05  
1026 Masonry Limestone pier base 0.52 0.48 0.27  

1027 Layer 
Occupation layer, dark brown to black clayey silt 
with frequent charcoal flecks 1.36 0.70 0.03 

 

1028 Masonry 
Probable rough yard surface, fragments of 
limestone and red brick  1.20 >0.60 0.28 

 

1029 Masonry 
Light brownish yellow mortar render on internal 
face of 1022    

 

1030 Masonry Pennant sandstone, limestone slab and brick floor 1.60 >0.80 0.04  
1031 Masonry NW/SE aligned Bath stone block wall 0.60 0.20 0.26  

1032 Deposit 
Backfill of pit 1066, dark grey to black clayey silt 
with frequent rubble    

 

1033 Deposit 
Dark greyish brown and white mortar bedding for 
1012 >2.20 >1.40 0.10 

 

1034 Masonry Possible step, limestone block 0.55 0.40   
1035 Masonry L-shaped Bath stone block wall 0.40 0.20   

1036 Masonry 
NE/SW aligned roughly faced limestone block wall 
or door step 0.60 0.20 0.23 

 

1037 Deposit Fill of 1038, mid greyish brown sandy silt 1.46 0.20 0.07  
1038 Masonry Bath stone block L-shaped drain 3.20 0.30 0.16  

1039 Deposit 
Fill of 1042, light whitish grey and brownish grey 
silty sand and mortar 0.60 0.40  

 

1040 Deposit 
Make-up layer / levelling deposit, dark brown 
sandy silt with limestone rubble 1.08 >0.80 0.10 

 

1041 Masonry Pennant sandstone cobbled surface >0.85 >0.45 0.16  

1042 Masonry 
Limestone and Pennant sandstone repair to 
cobbled surface 1043 1.88   
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1043 Masonry 
Pennant sandstone and limestone cobbled 
surface 1.90 >0.68 0.17 

 

1044 Masonry Limestone cobbles and flagstone surface 0.78 >0.45 0.54  
1045 VOID      

1046 Deposit 
Backfill of construction cut 1047, light brownish 
yellow sandy mortar 3.20 0.04 0.18 

 

1047 Cut L-shaped construction cut for 1038 1.10 0.04   
1048 Deposit Deposit of white lime mortar on 1041 0.98 0.30   
1049 Masonry Rough limestone slab surface 1.20 >0.55   

1050 Deposit 
Dumped deposit, dark brownish black sandy silt 
with frequent coal and charcoal >0.40 0.24 0.07 

 

1051 Deposit 
Dumped deposit, mid greyish brown sand and 
mortar 0.23 >0.21 0.10 

 

1052 Cut Construction cut for 1011 1.26  0.30  

1053 Deposit 
Made - ground / levelling layer / dumped deposit, 
dark brown sandy silt 1.16 >0.70 0.13 

 

1054 Masonry E/W aligned Bath stone block terraced garden wall >0.74 0.30 0.50  

1055 Deposit 
Trampled occupation layer, dark brown and black 
sandy silt with charcoal 1.68 >0.82  

 

1056 Deposit 
Trampled occupation layer, dark brown and black 
sandy silt with charcoal 1.08 >0.96  

 

1057 Masonry N/S aligned limestone block wall 0.56 .0.14 0.14  
1058 Masonry N/S aligned limestone block wall 1.60 >0.22   
1059 Masonry Bath stone pier base 0.50 0.50   
1060 Masonry NE/SW aligned, narrow Bath stone wall 1.00 0.26   
1061 Masonry NW/SE aligned, narrow Bath stone wall 0.82 0.20   
1062 Masonry Bath stone pier base 0.56 0.50   

1063 Deposit 
Possible trample layer / garden soil, mid brownish 
grey clayey silt 1.65 >0.86  

 

1064 Deposit 
Possible garden soil, dark greyish brown sandy silt 
with mortar and charcoal flecks 1.48 >0.72  

 

1065 Masonry Limestone block drain 2.10 0.60   
1066 Cut Partially exposed shallow pit     
1067 Masonry N/S aligned Bath stone block wall >2.85 0.45   
1068 Cut Construction cut for 1042 >1.20 1.60   

1069 Deposit 
Mixed back-fill of 1065, mid yellowish grey silty 
sand with mortar flecks >2.10 0.30  

 

1070 Cut Construction cut for 1065 2.40 0.55   
1071 Deposit Back-fill of 1070, mid greyish brown sandy silt 2.10 0.20   

1072 Deposit 
Made ground with patches of trampled mortar, mid 
brownish grey sandy silt    

 

1073 Deposit 
Made ground / levelling layer, mid brownish grey 
sandy silt with flecks of white render    

 

1074 Deposit 
Back-fill of 1068, mottled mid brownish grey and 
dark greenish grey sandy silt    

 

1075 Masonry 
Garderobe chute, limestone blocks sloping 
downward to the west 0.96 0.80 0.60 

 

1076 Cut Construction cut for 1044 1.00 0.50 0.19  

1077 Deposit 
Re-worked garden soil / dumped deposit, dark 
greyish brown clayey sandy silt    

 

1078 Fill 
In-fill of cess pit, light grey sand with rubble, Bath 
stone, plaster and mortar    

 

1079 Masonry Bath stone barrel-vaulted cess pit >2.00 1.70   
1080 Cut Construction cut for 1079     
1081 Masonry NE/SW aligned Bath stone wall 1.10 0.30   

1082 Deposit 
Made ground, dark greyish brown silty sand with 
charcoal and limestone fragments 1.20 1.00  

 

1083       
1084 Cut Construction cut for 1022 2.00 0.38 0.65  

 
 
 
Trench 2 
 
No. Type Description Length Width Depth Spot-
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(m) (m) (m) date 

2000 Layer Tarmac car park   0.10 Modern 

2001 Layer Gravel bedding for 2000, mid orangish brown 
sandy gravel 

  0.07 Modern 

2002 Layer Demolition deposit, dark brownish grey sandy silt, 
frequent sandstone blocks 

2.00  0.53 Modern 

2003 Deposit Demolition deposit, mid brownish grey sandy silt, 
frequent brick and mortar 

>2.00 2.60 1.10 Modern 

2004 Layer Tarmac and concrete floor surface 2.00 >2.30 0.15 Modern 
2005 Masonry N/S? aligned bath stone wall of car park >2.30 >0.66   

2006 Masonry N/S aligned bath stone wall  >2.40 0.76 1.20  

2007 Masonry E/W? aligned bath stone cellar wall >0.40 0.14 1.05  

2008 Deposit Concrete infill and repair of wall 2005 >1.2 0.24  Modern 

2009 Deposit Concrete cellar floor 3 >0.80   

2010 Deposit White render on internal face of 2007 0.45 0.02 1.05  

2011 Deposit Cellar backfill, loose mid grey silty clay and rubble >3.00 >2.66 1.20  

2012 Deposit Cellar floor levelling deposit, mid grey sandy silty 
clay 

>3.18 >0.92   

2013 Deposit Cellar floor levelling deposit, mid grey sandy silty 
clay 

>2.86 1.58   

2014 Deposit Trampled layer, dark grey silty sand with frequent 
clinker 

>3.18 >0.84 0.14  

2015 Deposit Trampled layer, dark grey silty sand with frequent 
clinker 

>2.78 1.40   

2016 Deposit Garden soil, mid greyish brown clayey silty sand 2.70 1.32 0.44  

2017 Masonry Bath stone and limestone block cellar walls >3.50 0.90 >2.08  

2018 Cut Construction cut for 2017 >2.68 >2.64   

2019 Deposit Backfill of cellar 2.08 >2.30   

2020 Deposit Garden soil, mid greyish brown clayey silty sand 1.64 0.28 0.22  

2021 Deposit Fill of 2022, mid greyish brown sandy clay with 
frequent mortar and charcoal 

>1.68 >0.24 0.21  

2022 Cut Sub-rectangular bedding trench or small pit >1.68 >0.24 0.21  

2023 Cut Construction cut for large ceramic sewage pipe >2.57 >0.34  Modern 

2024 Deposit Garden trample layer, mid greyish brown sandy 
clay 

>1.71 >1.24 0.08  

2025 Cut E/W? aligned construction cut for 2005 >2.30 >0.66   

2026 Deposit Garden soil, mid greyish brown clayey silty sand >1.71 >1.24 0.11  

2027 Fill Fill of 2023, dark brownish grey clayey sandy silt >2.57 >0.34   

2028 Masonry NE/SW aligned bath stone and limestone block 
wall with rubble core 

>2.20 0.84 0.16  

2029 Deposit Trampled layer, mid brownish grey sandy clay  >2.57 0.77 0.06  

2030 Deposit Trampled deposit, mid yellowish grey sandy silt 
clay with frequent mortar 

1.68 0.98 0.04  

2031 Deposit Levelling deposit, limestone rubble in a mid 
brownish grey silty clay matrix 

1.55 0.50 0.06  

2032 Deposit Garden soil, dark greyish brown silty sand with 
frequent charcoal 

>2.64 >2.44 0.09  

2033 Deposit Soil deposit, mid to dark grey sandy silt with 
frequent limestone rubble 

>2.64 >2.44 0.25  

2034 Deposit Mixed dumped trample layer, mid yellowish grey 
clayey silt 

>2.64 >2.46 0.29  

2035 Masonry E/W aligned limestone rubble wall footing >2.30 >0.65 0.12  

2036 Deposit Probable external dumped deposit, mid greenish 
grey silty sand with rubble  

>1.00 >1.00 0.51  

2037 Deposit External dumped deposit or pit fill, mid grey clayey 
silty sand with rubble 

>1.00 >1.00 0.27  

2038 Deposit External dumped deposit or pit fill, dark greenish 
brown clayey silt with rubble 

>0.65 >0.34 0.10  
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2039 Deposit External dumped deposit or pit fill, mid greyish 
brown clayey silt with rubble 

>1.00 >1.00 0.33  

2040 Cut Partially exposed pit, edges sloping between 30º 
and 40º 

>1.00 >1.00   

2041 Deposit Limestone and mortar rubble deposit >0.60 >0.36 0.25  

2042 Deposit Yellowish-grey clay layer 0.20 0.15 0.30  

2043 Deposit Reddish brown sandy clayey silt layer >1.00 >1.00 0.17  

2044 Deposit Dumped deposit, mid yellowish brown silty sand 
with mortar and charcoal 

>0.74 0.44 0.07  

2045 Deposit Fill of 2046, mid greenish brown sandy silt with 
limestone gravel at base 

>1.09 >0.57 0.27  

2046 Cut Partially exposed flat-based  pit, edges sloping 
between 45º and 55º 

>1.05 >0.70   

2047 Deposit Trampled occupation deposit, dark greyish brown 
sandy silt with frequent charcoal 

>0.55 >0.37 >0.03  

2048 Deposit Mid yellow lens of sand >0.26 >0.10 0.15  

2049 Deposit White and grey laminated ash deposit >0.68 >0.04 0.01  

2050 Deposit Limestone gravel floor bonded with lime mortar, 
surface scorched in-situ 

>1.10 .0.65   

2051 Deposit Mortar rich dump in greenish-grey sandy silt   0.30  

 
 
Trench 3 
 
No. Type Description Length 

(m) 
Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Spot-
date 

3000 Layer Tarmac car park  >7.50 >2.00 0.04-0.1 Modern 

3001 Masonry Sandstone sett surface >5.82 >2.00 0.23  

3002 Layer Bedding layer for 3000, loose dark grey tarmac 
and ashy silt 

>1.42 >2.00 0.10 Modern 

3003 Deposit Demolition layer, loose dark grey ash, sand and 
silt with rubble 

>1.42 >1.55 >0.98  

3004 Masonry Weighbridge walls, 4 courses of ashlar blocks in 
L-shape arrangement 

>1.33 >0.30 >0.60  

3005 Layer Demolition layer, loose mid yellowish brown sandy 
silt 

>1.33 >0.30 >0.60  

3006 Fill Fill of 3007, firm mid brownish grey sand silt and 
gravel 

>1.70 >1.36 0.50 Modern 

3007 Cut NE / SW aligned service trench >1.70 >1.36 0.50 Modern 

 
 
Trench 4  
 
No. Type Description Length 

(m) 
Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Spot-
date 

4000 Layer Tarmac car park >7.34 >2.24 0.03 Modern 

4001 Masonry Sandstone sett floor >7.34 >2.24   

4002 Masonry Sandstone sett kerb and pavement >2.36 0.79 >0.15  

 
 
Trench 5 
 
No. Type Description Length 

(m) 
Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Spot-
date 

5000 Layer Tarmac car park >1.20 >0.95 0.10 Modern 

5001 Deposit Demolition layer, loose mid grey sandy mortar >1.2 >0.96 0.15  

5002 Masonry Concrete floor >0.71 >0.44 0.13 Modern 

5003 Masonry White earthenware drainage channel >0.96 0.12 0.10 Modern 

5004 Masonry White cement lining for urinal gully >1.26 0.41 0.04  

5005 Masonry Curvilinear bath stone external wall of urinal >1.50 0.16 0.32  
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structure 

5006 Deposit Made ground, mid greyish brown clayey silt >0.74 0.50 0.14  

5007 Deposit Levelling deposit for 5002, dark brownish grey 
sandy clay 

>1.40 0.58 0.72  

5008 Masonry Bath stone footings for drain base >1.40 0.58 0.72  

5009 Deposit Bedding / reinforcement concrete for urinal floor >1.02 >0.38   

5010 Masonry Bath stone foundation blocks for drain base  0.36 0.22  

5011 Masonry Sandstone and bath stone wall  0.71 0.20 >0.35  

5012 Deposit Levelling deposit for 5010, mid - dark brownish 
grey sandy silt 

>1.06 >0.89 0.42  

5013 Deposit Make-up layer, dark greyish brown sandy silt >0.60 >0.63 >0.13  

5014 Cut Curvilinear construction cut for 5010 >1.50 >1.26 0.43  

5015 Fill Fill of 5014, mid greyish brown clayey silt 0.07 0.05 0.13  

5016 Masonry E/W aligned bath stone wall of standing building     

5017 Masonry Bath stone boundary wall  2.95 0.30 1.15  
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APPENDIX B: OSC08 BOREHOLE LOGS 
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APPENDIX C: THE FINDS 

Table 1: Finds concordance (codings for pottery types are shown in table 2) 

Context Description Count Weight(g) Spot-date 
1000 Post-medieval/modern pottery: ssom; white (tp); flowerpot; 

engs; brown glazed earthenware 
Clay tobacco pipe 
Iron objects: nails; strip 
Ceramic building material: pantile 
Window glass 

12 
 
2100 
6 
1 
3 

1241 
 
7691 
- 
421 
6 

MC19-EC20 

1000 
<1> 

Modern pottery: crea; yellow ware 
Window glass 

4 
6 

2 
8 

- 

1004 Modern pottery: white (tp) 
Iron objects: nail and rotary key 
Cua objects: buttons, rings, decorative mount 
Window and vessel glass 
Ceramic building material: pantile 

5 
2 
6 
2 
1 

39 
- 
- 
36 
138 

C19 

1021 Medieval pottery: misc glazed 
Post-medieval pottery: tiger; misc red; tgw; porcelain 
Clay tobacco pipe 
Iron object: barrel padlock fragment 
Vessel glass: pharmaceutical flask 
Ceramic building material: pantile 

1 
5 
5 
1 
1 
1 

3 
63 
20 
- 
19 
63 

C18 

1027 Post-medieval/modern pottery: white; stys; misc red 
Clay tobacco pipe 
Vessel glass 

3 
1 

202 
2 

C19 

1028 Ceramic building material: pantile 1 264 C18-C19 
1032 Post-medieval/modern pottery: tgw; crea 

Clay tobacco pipe 
Worked bone: cutlery handle 
Ceramic building material: misc 

2 
1 
1 
3 

45 
5 
- 
38 

MC18-EC19 

1033 Post-medieval/modern pottery: stys; crea; pear; bbas; 
white (tp) 
Clay tobacco pipe 
Iron objects: nails 

28 
 
5 
6 

358 
 
45 
- 

LC18-EC19 

1037 Post-medieval/modern pottery: ndgt; pear 
Clay tobacco pipe 
Cua objects: corroded mass including wire pins 
Vessel glass 

2 
5 
2 
1 

4 
50 
- 
1 

LC18-EC19 

1040 Post-medieval/modern pottery: stys; crea; pear; porcelain; 
white (tp) 
Clay tobacco pipe 

26 
 
10 

214 
 
40 

LC18-EC19 

1053 Post-medieval/modern pottery: stys; misc red 
Clay tobacco pipe 
Window and vessel glass 

6 
1 
2 

33 
5 
3 

C18 

1055 Post-medieval/modern pottery: swsg; white (coloured tp); 
misc red; crea 
Clay tobacco pipe 
Vessel glass: pharmaceutical flasks 
Worked bone: button 
Iron object: unid 

6 
 
2 
6 
1 
1 

265 
 
6 
80 
- 
- 

C19 

1063 Post-medieval pottery: misc red; engs 
Clay tobacco pipe 
Post-medieval bottle glass 
Ceramic building material: misc 

2 
1 
1 
2 

19 
4 
52 
77 

C18 

1064 Post-medieval pottery: porcelain; swsg 
Clay tobacco pipe 

3 
1 

68 
8 

C18 

1069 Ceramic building material: pantile 4 497 C18-C19 
1072 Post-medieval/modern pottery: swsg; ssom; stys 

Clay tobacco pipe 
8 
1 

305 
3 

C18 
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Context Description Count Weight(g) Spot-date 
1073 Medieval pottery: misc glazed; Bristol glazed 

Post-medieval pottery: ssom; tgw; Westerwald; misc red; 
Frechen 
Clay tobacco pipe 
Window glass 
Iron object: chain link (figure of 8) 

7 
40 
 
7 
1 
1 

62 
1181 
 
50 
12 
- 

C18 

1077 Roman pottery: GRANRW; OXW2 
Medieval pottery: Bath A; Bath B; med sandy HG; Minety; 
Bristol glazed; Laverstock 
Post-medieval pottery: glazed earthenware 
Post-medieval bottle glass 
Iron object: nail 

2 
24 
 
1 
2 
1 

17 
269 
 
9 
209 
- 

MC17-C18 

1085 Roman pottery: GRANRW; CRW; DOR SED; NF CC; NF 
RS; LEZ SA; OXF RS 
Medieval pottery: Bath A; Bath B 
Ironworking slag 
Stone tessera 
Fired clay 
Ceramic building material: misc 

14 
 
17 
- 
1 
4 
1 

150 
 
198 
75 
5 
34 
67 

LC11-C12 

1087 Roman pottery: GRANRW; CRW; DOR SED 
Medieval pottery: Bath A; Bath B; ?Laverstock 
Stone tesserae 
Ceramic building material: misc 

14 
4 
3 
1 

230 
199 
- 
79 

LC13-C14 

1088 Roman pottery: OXF RS; DOR SED; NF CC 
Medieval pottery: Bath A 
Window glass 

3 
1 
1 

75 
17 
3 

C12-C14 

1090 Medieval pottery: Bath A 
Post-medieval pottery: swsg; stys; Westerwald; tgw 
Clay tobacco pipe 
Worked bone: toothbrush fragment 
Glass: window and vessel 
Ceramic building material: misc 

1 
67 
6 
1 
3 
1 

22 
781 
66 
- 
36 
33 

C18 

1092 Roman pottery: GRANRW; CRW; DOR SED; NF CC; NF 
RS; BAT AM;  OXF RS; NW OX; LEZ SA; FIRW 
Vessel glass: flask base; pale green 
Window glass 
Cua object: twisted bracelet 
Ceramic building material: tegula; imbrex; misc 
Ironworking slag 
Stone tesserae 
Cua: waste/slag 

106 
 
1 
1 
 
12 
- 
3 
1 

2312 
 
6 
5 
 
1727 
1205 
20 
32 

MC3-C4 

1094 Roman pottery: OXW2; CRW 
Cua coin: nummus (Ra. 8) 
Ceramic building material: misc 
Shale armlet fragment: plain/D-section (Ra. 9) 

3 
1 
1 
1 

90 
- 
27 
13 

C4 

1096 Roman pottery: CRW; DOR SED 
Iron objects: nail 
Ceramic building material: tegula, misc 
Plaster 

13 
1 
12 
1 

162 
- 
440 
174 

C3-C4 

1098 Roman pottery: GRANRW; CRW; DOR SED; NF CC; SG 
AM; LEZ SA; EG SA; MOS BS 
Iron objects: blade fragment, nails and strip 
Glass: tessera? 
Ceramic building material: imbrex; tegula; misc 
Mortar 
Stone tessera 

100 
 
7 
1 
7 
- 
1 

1391 
 
- 
1 
852 
198 
25 

MC3-C4 

1100 Roman pottery: CRW; LEZ SA; FLC 
Stone tessera 

3 
1 

7 
1 

RB+ 

2003 Glass bottles: modern condiment bottles (discard) 2 703 C20 
2014 Post-medieval/modern pottery: stys; crea; swsg; porcelain 18 473 MLC18 
2016 Medieval pottery: Bath Ag; Minety; HG 

Post-medieval pottery: ssom 
3 
1 

49 
8 

C16-C18 

2020 Post-medieval pottery: ssom 1 6 C16-C18 
2021 Clay tobacco pipe 1 7 pmed 
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Context Description Count Weight(g) Spot-date 
2026 Medieval pottery: Bath B; Bath A; Laverstock? 

Post-medieval pottery: SSOM 
14 
12 

214 
72 

C16-C18 

2030 Medieval pottery: Bath A 3 81 C11-C14 
2031 Medieval pottery: Bath A 3 29 C11-C14 
2032 Roman pottery: EG SA 

Medieval pottery: Bath A; Bath B; HG; Bath Ag; Minety 
Vitrified clay 
Iron object: strip or blade 
Stone roofing tile: pennant 
Ceramic building material: imbrex; flue tile; misc 
Whetstone: Norwegian schist? 
Stone tessera 

1 
90 
1 
1 
2 
6 
1 
1 

15 
1617 
14 
- 
999 
612 
53 
8 

C12-C13 

2033 Roman pottery:  DOR SED; MICA D; CGW 
Medieval pottery: Bath A; Bath B; Bath Ag 
Stone tile: Pennant 
Cua. Waste/spill 
Ceramic building material: misc 
Stone roofing tile: Pennant 

3 
47 
1 
1 
2 
1 

20 
854 
13 
16 
200 
581 

MC11-MC12 

2034 Roman pottery: CRW; FLC; LOC BRS 
Medieval pottery: Bath A; Bath B; SE Wilts 
Stone tessera 
Ceramic building material: misc 

4 
9 
2 
2 

27 
157 
5 
58 

C12-C13 

2035 Roman pottery: CRW 
Medieval pottery: Bath A 
Ceramic building material: imbrex 
Stone tessera 

1 
1 
1 
1 

9 
9 
10 
2 

C11-C14 

2036 Roman pottery: RVMO; OXF RS; CRW 
Medieval pottery: Bath B; misc gritty 
Ceramic building material: imbrex; brick; misc 
Ironworking slag 
Stone tesserae 
Stone: limestone 

4 
70 
10 
- 
7 
1 

162 
1158 
1617 
251 
58 
128 

MC11-MC12 

2037 Roman pottery: CRW; LEZ SA 
Medieval pottery: Bath B; Bath A 
Stone tesserae 
Ceramic building material: floor tile?; misc 
Plaster (painted) 

2 
8 
2 
4 
1 

15 
75 
- 
360 
13 

C11-C12 

2038 Medieval pottery: Bath A 
Stone roofing tile: Pennant 

3 
1 

32 
280 

C12-C14 

2039 Medieval pottery: Bath B 
Ceramic building material: misc 

10 
1 

229 
19 

C11-C12 

2043 Roman pottery: CRW 
Medieval pottery: Bath A; Bath B 
Plaster 
Iron objects: nail; unid. 
Ceramic building material: misc 

2 
4 
1 
3 
1 

29 
30 
6 
- 
10 

C11-C14 

2044 Medieval pottery: Bath B 
Stone tesserae 
Ceramic building material: misc 

1 
5 
3 

32 
75 
133 

C11-C12 

2045 Roman pottery: OXF RS 
Medieval pottery: Bath B 
Stone: roofing tile and tesserae 
Ceramic building material: misc 
Ironworking slag 

1 
4 
4 
1 
- 

12 
88 
224 
48 
11 

C11-C12 

5006 Clay tobacco pipe 
Ceramic building material: misc 
Slate 

1 
3 
1 

5 
95 
34 

Pmed 

5012 Modern pottery: English stoneware 3 1061 C19-C20 
5013 Post-medieval/modern pottery: crea; pear; misc red 

Clay tobacco pipe 
4 
1 

34 
2 

LC18-EC18 
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Table 2: Pottery fabrics key/approximate dating 

Source Code Description Date 
from 

Date 
to 

Roman 
Continental BAT AM Baetican amphoras 40 250 
 GAL AM South Gaulish amphoras 140 200 
 MOS BS Trier black-slipped (Moselkeramik) 150 250 
 SA CG Central Gaulish samian 120 200 
 SA EG East Gaulish samian 150 250 
 RV MO Rhône valley mortaria 50 130 
Regional DOR SED Black Burnished cat. 1 (Dorset) 120 350+ 
 NF CC New Forest colour-coated 260 370 
 OXF RS Oxford red-slipped ware 270 400 
Local or GRANRW ‘Granular’ reduced ware 200 400 
uncertain CRW Coarse reduced ware 60 400 
 FIORW Fine orange-firing 60 400 
 FIRW Fine reduced ware 60 400 
 FLA Flagon fabric (fine, orange) 43 200 
 FLC South-west white slipped 180 300 
 MEORW Medium-sandy orange firing 43 400 
 MICA D Mica-dusted wares 50 150 
 NW OX North Wilts type oxidised wares 43 400 
 LOC BR Brown colour-coated ware 300 400 
Medieval 
Local/  
West Wilts 

Bath A Quartz/limestone-tempered 
unglazed coarseware (micaceous) 

1050 1300 

 Bath Ag As above - glazed 1100 1300 
 Bath B Mixed limestone-tempered 1100 1200 
Regional/ 
other 

SE Wilts ‘Scratch-marked unglazed 
coarsewares 

1100 1300 

 HG Ham Green glazed wares 1120 1250 
 Bristol 

glazed 
Bristol (previously Redcliff) glazed 
wares 

1250 1450 

 Minety Minety limestone-tempered wares 1150 1500 
 Laverstock Laverstock glazed 1200 1400 
Post-medieval/modern 
All ssom South Somerset  glazed 

earthenwares 
1550 1750 

 Frechen Frechen stonewares 1550 1650 
 Porcelain Porcelain (mostly Chinese) 1600 1800+ 
 Westerwald Westerwald stonewares 1690 1750 
 Misc red Clear-glazed earthenwares 1700 1800+ 
 engs English stoneware 1700 1900+ 
 bbas Black Basalt stoneware 1770 1850+ 
 ndgt North Devon gravel-tempered 1600 1750 
 tiger Bristol ‘Tiger ware’ stoneware 1700 1780 
 swsg White salt-glazed stoneware 1720 1780 
 stys Staffs/Bristol salt-glazed white 

stoneware 
1690 1800 

 tgw Tin-glazed earthenwares (English) 1650 1780 
 crea creamwares 1750 1800 
 pear pearlwares 1780 1830 
 white Refined whitewares; ‘tp’ denotes 

transfer printing 
1770 1900+ 

 yellow Yellow wares/Mocha ware 1800 1900+ 
 Flowerpot Unglazed ‘garden wares’ 1700 1900+ 
 

 
Table 3: Clay pipe summary dating with  latest starting date or terminus post quem for each and then brief details 

of the pipes themselves. 

1000  1855-1860. Substantial quantity of pipes. See full discussion 
1021  1750-1910. Five stems. 
1027  1750-1850. One stem. 
1032  1750-1910. One stem. 
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1033  1810-1820. Three bowls from different moulds with initials IS embossed on 
spur, one of which has the initials JC added to the left side of the bowl. Two 
stems 1750-1910. 

1037  1750-1910. Five stems. 
1040  1790-1810. Back of a bowl with spur embossed with initials IS, and nine 

stems. 
1053  1750-1910. One stem 
1055  1750-1910. Two stems, one of which is tightly bent and presumably 

workshop or kiln waste.  
1063  1750-1850. One stem. 
1064  1750-1850. One stem. 
1073  1694-1739. Stem, stamped RO/CARP/ENTER/BATH. One other bowl, 

unmarked, by the same maker, one bowl 1670-1700, unmarked, and one 
bowl 1630-1660 with maker’s mark of a glove-style ‘gauntlet’ stamped on the 
heel. Three stems 1690-1750. 

1090  1694-1739. Two incomplete bowls with stems stamped 
RO/CARP/ENTER/BATH. Two other bowls of a similar date, one with a long 
stem but unmarked. Two stems 1700-1850. 

2021  1750-1910. One bowl. Milled lip, no maker’s mark on heel. 
5006  1810-1850. One stem. 
5103  1750-1910. One stem. 
 

 

Table 4: Marks on pipes 

RO/CARP/ENTER/BATH (contexts 1073, 1090). Made by Robert Carpenter of Bath, working from 1694. Retired 

circa 1731-1733, his son John continuing business afterwards but possibly under his father’s name until the 

latter’s death in 1739 (Lewcun 1994, 129-130). 

Gauntlet (context 1073). Maker unidentified, but although there is a wide range of types which imitated the marks 

of the Gauntlett family of Amesbury, this particular stamp is only found in Bath. 

IS (contexts 1000, 1033, 1040). Moulded on the sides of the spur, these pipes are attributed to Joseph Smith of 

Bridewell Lane. His biographical details are given below 

IS on spur with JC added to the left side of the bowl at a later date (contexts 1000, 1033). These are 

attributable to James Clarke of Bath after the purchase of the business and moulds from Joseph Smith. At 

present these have been provisionally dated to a short period of circa 1810-1820, but a longer lifetime might be 

proved by future excavation. 

JC on side of bowl, with plain spur (context 1000). By James Clarke. 

WG on spur sides. Maker unknown, but possibly a member of the Greenland family. The Greenlands made pipes 

in Norton St Philip from the mid 17th century (Lewcun 1994, 127). Subsequent generations took the trade to other 

West Country towns, including Marshfield in Gloucestershire, where a William Greenland was left the pipemaking 

tools of his father John in 1778 (Lewcun 1990, 24-25). Born in 1770, William left Marshfield some time after 1788, 

and it is feasible that either he or his son William (born 1780) were still working in the early decades of the 19th 

century, perhaps in Bath, and for one of his later moulds to be acquired and used by another maker after his 

death or retirement from business. The latter practice was not unusual due to the cost of mould manufacture, and 

the use of old Smith moulds by James Clarke at the Bridewell Lane site is evidence of this. 

AJ on sides of spur. By Abraham Jones of Bath, working from 1836 or 1846 until 1855. 

TJ on spur sides. By Thomas Jones of Bath, working from 1855 to 1859. 
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APPENDIX D: ANIMAL BONE AND MOLLUSCA 

Table 1. Quantification of animal bones. Abbreviations: s/g = sheep/goat; LM = large sized mammal; MM = 
medium sized mammal; indet. = indeterminable 
Context NISP Weight (g) Identified taxa Other 
1000 10 3 indet.  
1004 1 4 MM  
1021 3 27 LM  
1032 3 21 LM, s/g  
1033 6 102 cattle, s/g Modern? 
1037 7 24 s/g  
1040 1 8 s/g  
1055 10 89 cattle, pig, goose Modern? 
1063 1 14 s/g  
1063 1 110 cattle  
1064 7 74 cattle, s/g, hare  
1072 5 176 cattle, s/g  
1073 12 413 cattle, s/g Modern? 
1075 1 120 cattle  
1077 12 195 cattle, s/g  
1085 26 889 cattle, s/g, goat, pig  
1087 13 247 cattle, s/g, pig  
1090 2 15 s/g  
1092 1 19 cattle  
1096 3 38 LM, MM  
1098 14 310 cattle, s/g, pig  
1100 1 7 s/g  
2020 5 81 cattle, pig  
2026 25 221 cattle, s/g, pig  
2032 103 1,155 cattle, s/g, pig, fowl  
2033 19 473 cattle, s/g, pig  
2034 10 84 s/g, bird  
2036 8 192 cattle, s/g, cat  
2036 8 212 cattle, s/g, sheep  
2037 5 178 cattle, s/g  
2038 3 49 cattle, s/g  
2039 5 135 cattle, s/g  
2043 6 82 cattle, s/g Two burnt LM fragments. 
2045 4 39 s/g  
5006 3 14 LM, MM  

 
Table 2. Quantification of mollusca. NISP = Number of identified specimens; MNI = Minimum number of 
individuals. 
Context NISP Weight (g) Identified taxa Other 
1021 1 186 Oyster Very large 
1053 1 3 Oyster  
1055 2 166 Oyster MNI = 1 
1063 1 7 Oyster  
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APPENDIX E: LEVELS OF PRINCIPAL DEPOSITS AND STRUCTURES 

Levels are expressed as metres below current ground level and as metres Above Ordnance Datum (AOD), 
calculated using a temporary benchmark located north of Trench 2 (26.76m AOD). 
 
 
   Trench 1 Trench 2 Trench 3 Trench 4 Trench 5 
Current ground level (26.9) (26.7) (26.69) (26.4) (26.2) 
Top of post-medieval 
deposits 

0.6 
(26.31) 

0.13 
(26.57) 

0.04 
(26.63) 

0.03 
(26.37) 

0 
(26.2) 

Top of ?clay pipe kilns 0.6 
(26.31) 

- - - - 

Top of medieval 
deposits 

2.7 
(24.2) 

2.49 
(24.21) 

- - - 

Top of Roman deposits 3.7 
(23.2) 

3.28 
(23.42) 

- - - 

Limit of excavation 5.0 
(21.9) 

4.2 
(22.5) 

1.3 
(25.51) 

0.10 
26.21 

0.94 
(25.26) 

Natural ground 4.65 
(22.25) 

- - - - 

 
 
OSC 08 boreholes 
 
 BH1 BH2 BH4 BH5 
Current 
ground 
level 

27.1 27.73 25.4 24.98 

Top of 
post- 
medieval 
deposits 

26.6 27.63 24.4 - 

Top of 
Roman 
deposits 

- - 22.5 - 

?alluvium 25.9 - 21.8 - 
Lias Clay 23 24.93 - 20.78 
Figures represent metres AOD only. 
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